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Welcome to the first FSOP Residency Alumni Newsletter!
We are excited to keep in touch with you and hear of all
the great things you are doing! 

The FSOP Pharmacotherapy Residency Program began in
its current two-year form in 2012 under the direction of
Cheryl Horlen. Jason and I were lucky to be her residency
advisory committee at that time. In 2014, Cheryl became
our department chair, and I have been fortunate to be the
residency program director ever since. I have loved being
director of this program because of the interactions with
the residents on projects, presentations, and rotations,
and watching each of our residents grow and blossom into
amazing, caring clinicians and professionals. My favorite
thing is to hear back from people you work with about
how fantastic you are (this happens all the time!). 

I am stepping down as the residency program director in
May of 2021 and leaving UIW. We are beginning a new
adventure and moving closer to family.  
continued on page 2
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residents; I watched them grow into brilliant practitioners who are now making their mark in the
world of academia and clinical pharmacy. I was also lucky enough to have a couple of UIW RAC
members serve as preceptors during my residency, so I was aware of how amazing the UIW
program was and wanted to get involved as soon as I could! My favorite part of this program is, by
far, the people. The current residents go above and beyond to serve their patients, the school,
and the profession. And the members of the RAC are not only a credit to the profession of
pharmacy but have also become some of my closest friends. I feel indescribably lucky to be part of
it.

When I’m not running around UIW and my practice site, I like to play with my two dogs, Zeke and
Molly (they are complete hoodlums) and binge watch Netflix with my soon-to-be husband, Isaac.
(Our wedding is coming up on June 18!) 

I am excited for the future of our program, especially now that the end of the pandemic is
(hopefully) on the horizon. I’m looking forward to helping our current and future residents
become excellent practitioners and continuing to support all the members of this UIW residency
family.

Hello to all our current and former residents! I am Amanda Kitten, the
new residency program director of the UIW Pharmacotherapy Residency
Program. I am incredibly excited to begin this journey with the RAC and
our residents. 

When I started at UIW in June 2019, I was already familiar with the UIW
residency program. During my own residency at UT Health San Antonio,
I had the pleasure of interacting with and forming friendships with UIW 

It’s hard to leave a place as wonderful at UIW, and I’d like to express
my sincerest thanks to all of the residents who have trained in our
program and to the members of the Residency Advisory Committee
who make it all possible. It has truly been my privilege work with and
learn from you. Finally, thank you also to Dr. Maize for his continued
support and dedication to this program, which allows us to continue
to do this work. 

I am excited to see how the program continues to grow and develop
under the leadership of Amanda Kitten and the Residency Advisory
Committee. I know that there are great things to come! We are
blessed to have outstanding faculty and preceptors who show their
commitment and love for the program with their time and energy,
and we continue to improve and evolve the program based on
resident and preceptor feedback to make it the best it can be.
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Welcome!

I am so proud of our residents, past and current, our preceptors, and our program. Thank you for
the opportunity to be a part of this program, your training, and your lives! - B e c c a

by Dr. Amanda Kitten, PharmD, MSc, Incoming Residency Director

-Amanda
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Dr. Melissa De Leon, PharmD (2010-2011)
Melissa passed away peacefully on April 1, 2020, surrounded by family. She was a member of the
inaugural class of 2010 and the first graduate of the FSOP Residency program. She practiced at
HEB Pharmacy for 10 years. A Scholarship fund has been established in her name at the FSOP, in
which, a deserving P3 student that represents Melissa's spirit will receive a $500 scholarship. 

Alyssa Hinojosa, a member of the Class of 2022, received the inaugural scholarship in Melissa's
name at the Class of 2022 Rites of Passage Ceremony this past April. Melissa's son, Michael De
Leon presented the award at the ceremony. 
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Dr. Nicole Farrell, PharmD (2010 -2012)
Nicole says life is hectic right now. She
still loves amb care and has bought and
been moving into a new home. She is an
Ambulatory Care Clinical Pharmacy
Specialist at University Family Health
Center North. 

Alumni Residents News and More
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Ho T*, Jimenez A*, Sanchez I*, Seeger C, Joseph M#. Sleep-
related eating disorder associated with zolpidem: cases
compiled from a literature review. Sleep Medicine: X.
2020;2. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sleepx.2020.100019 
Momin N*, Phuong P*, Ali A*, Seeger C, Joseph M#.
Benzodiazepine-Induced Photosensitivity Reactions: A
Compilation of Cases from Literature Review with Naranjo
Causality Analysis. Photodermatology, Photoimmunology &
Photomedicine. https://doi.org/10.1111/phpp.12691 
Amin K, Siddens C, Jaime G, Seeger C, Chau T, Joseph M#.
Naloxone-induced pulmonary edema (PE): cases compiled
from a literature review. (in peer review)

Merlyn is a Clinical Assistant Professor at the Texas A&M
University Irma Lerma Rangel College of Pharmacy. She is
proud of her student-led projects which led to strong
manuscripts. Below are their citations:

1.

2.

3.

Dr. Merlyn Joseph, PharmD (2012-2014)

Tina Beck (Lee) stayed on as an Assistant Professor at UIW FSOP. She
got married in 2016 and has two kids (James (almost 4) and Josie
(almost 2)). She was promoted to Associate Professor with tenure in
2020. Her practice site continues to be Inpatient Family Medicine at
University Hospital. She joined the Residency Advisory Committee in
2019. 

Dr. Tina Lee Beck, PharmD (2012-2014)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sleepx.2020.100019
https://doi.org/10.1111/phpp.12691


Hansita continued to work at Feik School of Pharmacy as
faculty and practices at UT Health Primary Care Clinics
as an ambulatory care pharmacist. Upon completing
residency, Hansita became a proud dog mom to her fur
child, Lady.

Hansita enjoys traveling and yoga. She has led two study
abroad trips to both Australia and Spain.
Just prior to the pandemic, she also had a lovely vacation
with her parents in India where she got to see the Taj
Mahal, visit palaces, ride on elephants, and meditate in
the foothills of the Himalayas in Rishikesh (the yoga
capital of the world). She is a dedicated yogi and
completed a yoga teacher training in Costa Rica in 2018.
After coming back from Costa Rica, she was inspired to
start a mindfulness elective for students that she still
loves teaching each year. 

This past year was a challenging but exciting year for
Hansita. She could not travel as much as she usually likes
to, but she bought her first new house in May! She also
received tenure and was promoted to associate professor
this past spring.

Dr. Hansita Patel, PharmD (2013-2015)
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I am currently working at Roseman University College of Pharmacy in South Jordan, Utah. I was
recently promoted to Associate Professor this year. I am Block Coordinator for the Infectious
Disease and Cardiology blocks. I also teach in Neurology and coordinate the BLS certification. I
changed to a new practice site in May 2020 to an Emergency Room in a smaller community
hospital. I was voted Teacher of the Year in 2018 and 2020.   

This spring/summer I have been able to volunteer one day a week at a COVID vaccination clinic
which was busy but a lot of fun. I definitely got a lot better with my IM shot technique.

Anika and I have 5 children, James (9), Russell (7), Nadine (5), Peter (4), and Lucy (2). We enjoy
going on camping trips and going to visit friends and family. This year we are looking forward to a
summer trip up to Yellowstone National Park and a 3-day camping trip to Mirror Lake in Utah.

Dr. Braden Adamson, PharmD (2013-2015)



Ashley has been working part-time at Stonegate Pharmacy in San Antonio, Texas. She is currently
on maternity leave. Pictured below is Zach, Zoe, and Avery.

Dr. Ashley Zurek, PharmD (2014-2016)

Greetings from California! As I reflect on my life, my 2 years of residency training is one of the
most memorable time of my life. It truly developed my professional identity and helped me choose
the right career path for me. I am currently working as a faculty member at Loma Linda University
School of Pharmacy. I have been primarily using team-based learning in all my courses, thanks to
Dr. Cota’s influence. I continue to stay up-to-date and use evidence-based medicine in my clinical
service, thanks to Drs. Lusk, Attridge, Cota, Cauthon, Witte, Urteaga, Brady, Bellanger, and
Attridge (I am sad to know that many of these great mentors are no longer at UIW). I made a lot of
mistakes (and I still do), which allowed me to grow and learn from great mentors. For that, I will
forever be grateful. I became the Director of Advanced Pharmacy Practice Experiences in March
of 2020 as COVID-19 pandemic was touching the United States and shortly thereafter rotations
were being cancelled. I wasn’t discouraged and was cautiously optimistic! Not only did the class of
2020 graduate successfully (at Loma Linda and throughout the country) during the pandemic, so
did the class of 2021! I am now more than ever proud to be a pharmacist and proud to have a very
small role in training future pharmacists. And that wouldn’t have been possible without my time at
UIW. So, I raise my glass to all of you and hope to see you soon!

Dr. Alireza Ravari, PharmD (2014-2016)
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Emily Brysch completed her pharmacotherapy residency
with the Feik School of Pharmacy in 2017 and then
started working as a Clinical Pharmacy Specialist with
the South Texas Veterans Healthcare System as an
ambulatory care pharmacist. She feels extremely lucky
to be working with her “precious” patients that can be
incredibly sweet as well as incredibly inappropriate - 
 making no two days the same.
  
She also received her Board Certified Pharmacotherapy
Specialty in 2018. 

Her family is growing! Since completing residency, she
has added to her family and has two sons, Desmond and
Daxton. She gave birth to her first daughter, Elise Rose,
on June 26! Prayers are encouraged for her and her
husband, Joey’s, sanity. 

In her spare time (which is never), she enjoys baking,
spending time with family, walking/hiking, traveling,
and napping. In the works of buying land (to have more
animals besides the current chickens) and building a
home large enough to fit her children and beloved cat,
Ernie.

Dr. Emily Brysch, PharmD (2015-2017)

Shelley completed residency in 2017. Currently, she
works at UCHealth Memorial Hospital in Colorado
Springs, CO in specialty medicine units (Renal
Medicine, Neuroscience, Progressive Care) and the
ICU (primarily MICU/Pulmonary). She is a primary
preceptor for the PGY1 Internal Medicine rotation
and offers an Internal Medicine II elective. She was
awarded preceptor of the year for the PGY1 residency
by the 2020-2021 class (first/best award of her life!).
She is also the primary research mentor for the PGY2
Critical Care resident project. In her spare time, she
is an avid gardener – she brought her cacti and
succulents with her from Texas and has moved on to
tulips, peonies and a vegetable patch. Her two cats
are happy in their new backyard where they can
interact with the koi fish (abandoned by the previous
owners, she has become a koi enthusiast by accident).
She and her husband enjoy hiking and biking in the
mountains on the weekends.

Dr. Shelley Glaess, PharmD (2015-2017)
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Jenna is currently employed at UIW
FSOP. She has a practice site at Brooke
Army Medical Center in their Internal
Medicine unit. Her research interests
include DOACs, SGLT2 inhibitors, Heart
failure, and Infectious diseases. Her
hobbies include spending time with her
family, shopping, napping, and indulging
in a nice dinner with wine.  

Dr. Jenna Snoga, PharmD (2016 -2018)

Rebekah is currently employed at UIW as an Assistant Professor in the Department of Pharmacy
Practice. Rebekah is the newly named Coordinator of the Applied Pharmacy Care Lab six-course
series. She continues to be creative and currently has a Harry Potter House Cup theme in the
first course of the series.  She is also a clinical pharmacy specialist at the Brooke Army Medical
Center in San Antonio. She practices in the area of internal medicine and precepts fourth-year
pharmacy students. Rebekah recently chaired the FSOP's Strategic Plan Committee, tasked to
lead the charge to advance FSOP's strategic priorities. 

Dr. Rebekah Benitez, PharmD (2016 -2018)



Ryan Popp is currently employed as a clinical pharmacy specialist with Harris Health System in
Houston, Texas. He practices ambulatory care pharmacy at Aldine Health Center, where he focuses
on diabetes management, training pharmacy students and residents, and pursuing research focused
on improving diabetes outcomes. Ryan and his wife, Marianna, recently celebrated the birth of
their son Gabriel in late 2020, as well as purchasing their first family home. Ryan appreciates his
residency training and outstanding FSOP preceptors for providing him the tools and skills he uses
every day.

Dr. Ryan Popp, PharmD (2017 -2019)
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I can’t believe it’s been almost two years since I completed residency! After completing
residency in June of 2019 I moved back to Maryland and started with the University of
Maryland Eastern Shore School of Pharmacy and Health Professions as an assistant professor.
I recently made a career change and I am a clinical pharmacist at a small community hospital.
TidalHealth Nanticoke, in Seaford, Delaware. In addition to making a career change recently,
my boyfriend and I bought a house together in May. We love our new house and are getting
settled in. Our fur-babies love it too. We currently have 6 cats and 1 dog! I’m trying to
convince him to get more fur-babies!

Dr. Brittany La-Viola, PharmD (2017 -2019)



I transitioned into a full-time faculty position at UNTHSC College of Pharmacy with a practice
site in Internal Medicine at Medical City Arlington. I directed a course in Critical Care in the
Spring of 2021. I also was newly appointed as the Phi Delta Chi Faculty Advisor for the Delta Beta
Chapter. I recently received the Summer Haj Legacy Award for PDC, which recognizes alumni. I
will be sitting for the BCPS exam this fall. 
Oscar recently bought a house and we went to Hawaii for vacation (No engagement
announcement lol)

Dr. Abigail Hulsizer, PharmD (2018-2020)
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Raymond Mattes is a clinical pharmacy
specialist at the Frank M. Tejeda VA
outpatient clinic, San Antonio, Texas. He and
Kim Cauthon work together. He still lives in
the same place as he did during residency. :0

Dr. Raymond Mattes, PharmD (2018 -2020)
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Residency Preceptors
Russell says Hello and recently left the
FSOP. He is now the Associate Medical
Science Liasion with AstraZeneca. 

Dr. Russell T. Attridge, PharmD

Dr. Rebecca Brady, PharmD
Rebecca is a former residency advisory committee member and a current preceptor to the
residency program in her role as Assistant Director of Inpatient Pharmacy Operations,
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Pharmacy Services at University Health in San Antonio,
Texas. She is currently renovating her backyard into a garden and has one indoor and three
outdoor cats.

I am glad to be standing and well after over a year of pandemic and
sheltering in place and uncertainty of many kinds. Hurrah for science and
vaccines!
The past year and a half have full of sudden change in routine and the
growth of purpose and spirit. Moving to an online platform for delivering
classes and labs has been eye-opening and an exercise in what is most
important to convey and require. I had the privilege of conducting virtual
rotation experiences for students that found themselves quarantined for
various reasons. I have had to find my inner actor and portrayed an array of
patients and healthcare providers for lab experiences and TOSCEs.The
COVID-19 vaccine events were a study in what can go right, and what can go
wrong, with trying to provide emergent healthcare to the masses with
limited personnel and resources.
I also had the opportunity to learn how to develop and conduct an online
trivia contest for Women’s History Month. That was rewarding and fun!
I hope you are thriving and look forward to seeing you at future events and
around pharmacies across the state and the U.S. 
Be well.

Dr. Renee Bellanger, PharmD
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Kim Cauthon is so proud of all the residents and misses you. She is still practicing at the Frank
Tejeda VA outpatient clinic two days a week and UIW three days a week. Keep in touch!

Dr. Kimberly A.B. Cauthon, PharmD

Jason joined Merck in October 2020 as the Regional
Medical Scientific Director for Infectious Diseases and
Vaccines in South Texas. Since February, he has been
volunteering with the Alamo Area Medical Reserve
Corps to help with the Mass COVID-19 Vaccination
Drive held at the Alamodome. Jason was recently
elected the National Hispanic Pharmacists Association
Pipeline Subcommittee Chair, which is responsible for
developing NHPA's presentation programming for K-12
and undergraduate/pre-pharmacy students and
building collaborations with other organizations and
institutions to help increase the pipeline of
Hispanic/Latinx students in the pharmacy profession.
Finally, Jason is currently planning on becoming a
Hispanics Inspiring Students' Performance and
Achievement (HISPA) Role Model. In this role, he would
present to students in predominantly low-income
public middle schools in which Hispanics are the
majority to model how they can pursue higher
education and enter various careers.

Dr. Jason Cota, PharmD



Amanda is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Pharmacy Practice at the FSOP. Her area
of practice is inpatient and outpatient cardiology at University Hospital Critical Care Unit in
San Antonio, Texas.  

Amanda recently married this June. She has two dogs Zeke and Molly. 

Dr. Amanda Kitten, PharmD
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Cheryl is still teaching at FSOP in courses
such as PT VIII Endocrine Disorders,
Applied Pharmacy Skills I, and Women's
Health Issues elective. She is still
practicing as a Clinical Pharmacy Specialist
at the South Texas VA Anticoagulation
Clinic where she manages patients on
warfarin, DOACs, and LMWH. Her son Isaac
will be in the 7th grade, her daughter
Alexandra will be in the 2nd grade, and
they are both into Minecraft. Her husband,
Jon, just completed his Executive MBA at
UTSA. He is the Chief of the Biostatistics
Division at UT Health San Antonio. Now
that they have their weekends back, they
will be taking their first family camping
trip this summer! 

Dr. Cheryl Horlen, PharmD



Christina is still practicing solid organ transplant at University Health and is excited for the
upcoming year with two SOT PGY2 residents. She is even more excited for live classes to resume
at FSOP and for her new role as MAA Dual Degree Program Coordinator. Derek is now 18 months
old and still as blonde as ever. He did amazingly well on his first flight to New York, loved his first
trip to the beach and seeing his grandpa’s new restaurant, and was very happy the planes were
blue, his favorite color.

Dr. Christina Long, PharmD

Aubrey is the Secretary to
the Department of Pharmacy
Practice and to the
residency program. She is
invaluable to the residency
program and of great
support to the current
residents. She is a kindred
spirit to our residency
alumni because she also has
a love of cats.

Ms. Aubrey Levy
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Lila is the residency teaching certificate co-coordinator.
She is a Professor in the Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences and Interim Senior Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs. Lila’s teaching philosophy centers around the belief
that her role as a teacher is to create a student-centered
environment that actively involves students in the learning
process. She believes in engaging students by building a
strong teacher-student relationship and creating an
environment where students think critically, work in
groups and find individual fulfillment in their progress and
achievements. She brings this philosophy and much
invaluable experience to the residency program.

Dr. Lila LaGrange, PhD
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Amy continues to work at UIW-FSOP as a Professor. Her
practice site changed to South Bexar County VA Clinic,
which is closer to her house. Her children, Kendall is 10
and Kase is 9. Also pictured below is their family dog, Lila. 

Dr. Amy Witte, PharmD

Dr. Elizabeth Urteaga, PharmD
Elizabeth says hello and is a
Clinical Pharmacy Specialist at
the Shavano Park VA outpatient
clinic in San Antonio, Texas. 

Kathleen was recently selected to serve as the new Vice Chair for the FSOP Pharmacy Practice
Department. She is currently navigating all the fun that the position entails. She is still working at
the CCU at University Hospital and is really enjoying the crazy world of cardiology. 

Her daughter, McKenna, just turned 3 and loves animals running, coloring, Playdoh, and bubbles.
Mr. Simon and McKenna are best buddies. McKenna enjoys giving him treats and taking him on
walks. Mr. Simon is 9 and is as spunky as ever. Kathleen and Justin continue to have their house
renovated, Kathleen doesn't think it will ever be finished. 

Justin and Kathleen will be in San Antonio for at least another year or 2 (hopefully longer). They
are waiting to see what the Air Force has in store for them. 

Dr. Kathleen Lusk, PharmD
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I am originally from San Antonio, Texas. I
graduated from Texas Tech University Health
Sciences Center School of Pharmacy in 2019.
Upon completion of the UIW residency in
June, I am excited to be staying in San Antonio
to help serve patients at the outpatient
cardiology clinic located in Robert B. Green
clinic. My fiancé and I enjoy bike riding,
playing chess, and spoiling our families'
puppies.

Dr. Jennifer Rivas, PharmD (2019-2021)

Dr. Taylor Benavides, PharmD (2019-2021)
Hello, everyone! I am Taylor Benavides, a
PGY-2 in UIW FSOP’s pharmacotherapy
residency program! I received my Doctor of
Pharmacy degree from Texas Tech University
Health Sciences Center Jerry H. Hodge School
of Pharmacy in 2019. My areas of interests
include internal medicine and infectious
diseases. Upon completion of the residency in
June, I will be joining the faculty at The
University of North Texas Health Science
Center College of Pharmacy! I have a wife,
Amelia, a son, Marshall (4), and a daughter,
Eloise (1)!

I am currently finishing up my first year of
residency here at UIW. This year has brought
many exciting opportunities for learning and
growth. Through my experiences, I have
developed a deeper interest in cardiology and
a greater desire to advance the profession of
pharmacy through teaching, writing, and
presenting. I am fortunate to be surrounded
by so many friendly and capable co-residents
and preceptors. I became a father of two this
year as well with the birth of my daughter,
Liliana, in November. She and her brother
Oliver are a joy to come home to at the end of
each day.

Dr. Blake Wassom, PharmD (2020 -2022)

I am one of the current PGY-1 residents (soon
to be PGY-2 residents). I can’t believe that I
am almost done with my PGY-1 year.
Throughout this year, I have learned so much
professionally and personally. I have
completed my first CE presentation and I am
currently working on my major research
project. In other news, I have adopted my first
cat, Benny! He loves naps and playing with any
kind of string but can be a picky eater. Time
flies when you are having fun! 

Dr. Haley Tierce, PharmD (2020-2022)

Current Residents



Dr. Harneal Diocee, PharmD (2021-2023)
I am the new PGY-1 Resident here at Feik and
I’m really looking forward to the next couple
of years! Some of my clinical interests involve
cardiology and infectious disease. Even just
over this first week, everyone has been
incredibly welcoming and friendly. In my free
time, I enjoy golfing and photography. I am
excited to see what the next two years have in
store! 
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I am a 2021 graduate from the University of
North Texas Health Science Center College of
Pharmacy. I found UIW through mutual
colleagues and fell in love with the research &
academia aspects of the program. I feel so
honored to have the opportunity to meet and
work with outstanding preceptors and co-
residents these next couple of years! I am fully
determined to be a clinical pharmacist who
can balance practice with lifelong learning. My
current clinical interests are in critical care
and ambulatory care; my short-term goal is to
officially decide if I want to dwell in the
inpatient or outpatient setting! As for family, I
have my significant other Alex and two
adorable albino hedgehogs named Peter Parker
and Peter Quill. We are all very excited to be
here in San Antonio!

Dr. Sarah Edwards, PharmD (2021-2023)



Christmas 2020

Resident appropriately socially distanced Christmas party at San Antonio botanical garden
– from left to right: Kim Cauthon, Jenn Rivas, Haley Tierce, Blake Wassom and family
Oliver, Liliana Francheska, Kathleen Lusk and family – Justin, McKenna, Taylor Benavides
and family – Mia, Marshall, Eloise, and Amanda Kitten.
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Residency Graduation

PGY2 Residents, Jennifer and
Taylor, both receiving their
certificates of completion in 2021. 



Thank you so much for the honor of being named
a Preceptor of the Year for 2020! It was a unique
and difficult year, as well as my first opportunity
to precept a rotation 100% virtually. The UIW
Pharmacotherapy Residents were a dream to
work with, and I appreciate their flexibility,
adaptability, and creativity as we cultivated
unfamiliar terrain. I’ve always had a passion for
teaching and mentoring that blossomed from my 

Dr. Heather Blacksmith, PharmD
Preceptor of the Year 2020

own experiences as a pharmacy student and resident. A hallmark of my
rotation is sharing my appreciation for geriatrics and collaborating to
develop the competencies necessary to optimize complex medication
regimens. I feel strongly that these skills benefit trainees no matter their
future endeavors. I’m always humbled and elated to discover the
residents enjoy the learning experience as much as I do.
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Preceptor Awards
2021

Amanda Kitten and Rebecca Moote
 

2020
Jenna Snoga and Heather Blacksmith

 
2019

Kimberly Cauthon and Sharon Jung Tshirhart
 

2018
Kathleen Lusk and Rebecca Rottman-Sagebiel

Rebecca is a Clinical Associate Professor at The
University of Texas at Austin College of
Pharmacy and is a Clinical Internal Medicine
Pharmacist at University Hospital in San Antonio.
She has precepted FSOP Residents since 2018.
She has two little girls starting kindergarten and
first grade this fall! 

Dr. Rebecca Moote, PharmD
Preceptor of the Year 2021



Graduates of the FSOP Residency Program,

We are very proud of you for working in your chosen field. I hope that
you are finding your career to be exciting, and your training making it
a smooth transition. Even though you are not graduates of the
PharmD program and some of you are, you are still alumni of the Feik
School of Pharmacy. We want to hear from you and to see you. It is so
rewarding for us to brag about your accomplishments. We hope that
you will take the opportunity to give back by precepting our students
and residents.

I am proud to announce that the Class of 2020 had a 96.1% pass rate
on the NAPLEX. We tied for the highest passing rate in Texas and 

were 11th in the country. We have a full class to start in the fall, with 57% of the students being
Hispanic. This makes us the most diverse school in Texas. We lost some great people this year,
but we are trying to replace the unreplaceable.

San Antonio and UIW are doing very well in the low infection rates of COVID, and we have over
90% of the students, faculty and staff vaccinated. This will allow us to start school with no
masks or social distancing. Hopefully, this is the beginning of the normal.

Please keep in touch.

Praised be the Incarnate Word,
Dr. David Maize

A message from the Dean
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Do you have exciting news to share? We
want to hear from you! Submit your
pictures, news, and updates to Dr. Kim
Cauthon at cauthon@uiwtx.edu. 

Follow the UIW Feik School of
Pharmacy on social media to receive

updates on event announcements
and news about the School. 

Follow @UIWFeikPharmacy

Update your contact
information here. 

mailto:cauthon@uiwtx.edu
https://www.facebook.com/UIWFeikPharmacy
https://www.instagram.com/uiwfeikpharmacy/
https://twitter.com/UIWFeikPharmacy
https://forms.office.com/r/RNuwG8gsF5



